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In Previous Years Questions

In the realm of network security, “inter-firewall” and “trans-firewall” analytics refer to two
distinct approaches to analyzing network traffic and identifying threats.

While both involve analyzing data, they differ in their scope and methodology:

Inter-firewall analytics

Focus: Analyzes traffic flows between different firewalls within a network.
Methodology: Utilizes data collected from multiple firewalls to identify anomalies and
potential breaches.
Benefits: Provides a comprehensive view of network traffic flow and helps identify
lateral movement across different security zones.
Limitations: Requires deployment of multiple firewalls within the network and efficient
data exchange mechanisms between them.

Trans-firewall analytics

Focus: Analyzes encrypted traffic that traverses firewalls, which traditional security
solutions may not be able to decrypt and inspect.
Methodology: Uses deep packet inspection (DPI) and other advanced techniques to
analyze the content of encrypted traffic without compromising its security.
Benefits: Provides insight into previously hidden threats within encrypted traffic and
helps detect sophisticated attacks.
Limitations: Requires specialized hardware and software solutions for DPI, and raises
concerns regarding potential data privacy violations.
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Difference between inter and trans fire wall analytics

Feature Inter-Firewall Analytics Trans-Firewall Analytics

Focus Network traffic flow between firewalls Content of encrypted traffic

Methodology Analyzes data from multiple firewalls Uses DPI and other techniques to
analyze encrypted traffic

Benefits Comprehensive view of network
traffic, identifies lateral movement

Detects threats within encrypted
traffic

Limitations Requires multiple firewalls and
efficient data exchange

Requires specialized hardware and
software, raises privacy concerns

Choosing the right approach

The choice between inter-firewall and trans-firewall analytics depends on several factors,
including:

Network size and complexity: Larger and more complex networks benefit more from
inter-firewall analytics for comprehensive monitoring.
Security needs and threats: Trans-firewall analytics is crucial for networks handling
sensitive data and facing advanced threats.
Budget and resources: Implementing trans-firewall analytics requires additional
investment in specialized hardware and software.


